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Abstract
Background:

The U.S. Ending the HIV epidemic (EHE) plan aims to reduce annual HIV incidence by 90% by 2030, by �rst focusing
interventions on 57 jurisdictions (county or state) (EHE-jurisdictions) that contributed to more than 50% of annual
HIV diagnoses. Mathematical models that simulate future HIV incidence projections help evaluate the impact of
interventions and inform intervention decisions. However, current models are either national-level, which do not
consider jurisdictional-heterogeneity, or independent jurisdiction-speci�c, which do not consider cross jurisdictional
interactions. Data suggests that signi�cant proportion of persons have sexual-partnerships with persons outside
their own jurisdiction. However, the sensitivity of these jurisdictional interactions on model outcomes and
intervention decisions have not been studied.

Methods:

We developed a compartmental simulation of HIV in the U.S., through composition of 57 EHE and 46 non-EHE
jurisdictions, with populations interacting across jurisdictions through sexual partnerships. To evaluate sensitivity of
jurisdictional interactions on model outputs, we analyzed 16 scenarios, combinations of proportion of sexual-
partnerships mixing outside jurisdiction: no-mixing, low-level-mixing-within-state, high-level-mixing-within-state, or
high-level-mixing-within-and-outside-state; jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care and demographics: homogenous or
heterogeneous; and intervention assumptions for 2019-2030: baseline or EHE-plan (diagnose, treat, and prevent).

Results:

Change in incidence in mixing compared to no-mixing scenarios varied by EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions and
aggregation-level. When assuming jurisdictional-heterogeneity and baseline-intervention, while the change in
aggregated incidence ranged from -2% to 0% for EHE and 5% to 21% for non-EHE, within each jurisdiction it ranged
from -31% to 46% for EHE and -18% to 109% for non-EHE. Thus, incidence estimates were sensitive to jurisdictional-
mixing more at the jurisdictional-level. As a result, jurisdiction-speci�c HIV-testing intervals inferred from the model to
achieve the EHE-plan were also sensitive, e.g., when no-mixing scenarios suggested testing every 1 year (or 3 years),
the three mixing-levels suggested testing every 0.8 to 1.2 years, 0.6 to 1.5 years, and 0.6 to 1.5 years, respectively (or
2.6 to 3.5 years, 2 to 4.8 years, and 2.2 to 4.1 years, respectively). Similar patterns were observed when assuming
jurisdictional-homogeneity, however, change in incidence in mixing compared to no-mixing scenarios were high even
in aggregated incidence.

Conclusions:

Accounting for jurisdictional-mixing and jurisdictional-heterogeneity could help improve model-based analyses.

1. Introduction
In the United States (U.S.), there were an estimated 1.18 million people living with HIV (PWH) as of 2019, and an
estimated average of 36,500 new infections each year between 2015 and 2019 [1]. Although HIV disease has no cure,
consistent use of antiretroviral therapy treatment (ART) by infected persons can fully suppress viral load, thus
preventing transmissions [2]. Further, pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) for high-risk susceptible individuals can reduce
HIV acquisition by 99% [3]. However, there are considerable gaps in administering these preventive tools. As of 2019,
nationally, 87% of PWH were aware of their infection (proportion aware), but only 66% of those aware were on ART
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with viral load suppression (proportion with VLS) [4]. Among susceptible persons with PrEP eligibility, only 23% were
administered PrEP (PrEP coverage). In addition, there is considerable heterogeneity in these care gaps by age, risk-
group, and jurisdictions. Across geographical jurisdictions in the U.S., the proportion aware ranged from 80–96%, the
proportion with VLS ranged from 49–83%, and PrEP coverage ranged from 6–93% [4]. Taking these jurisdictional
disparities into consideration, the most recent U.S. national strategic plan, Ending the HIV Epidemic (EHE) [5], [6], in
addition to continuing the age and risk-group focused efforts as in the previous national plan [7], also aims for
jurisdictional focused efforts. Speci�cally, the EHE plan �rst aims to reduce national incidence by 75% by 2025 by
focusing prevention efforts in 50 counties and 7 states (we will refer to these as the EHE jurisdictions), which had
accounted for more than 50% of nationwide diagnoses in 2017, and secondly, reduce incidence by 90% by 2030 by
expanding prevention efforts to the rest of the nation (we will refer to these as the non-EHE jurisdictions) [5].
Diagnose (through increases testing), treat (through increased care linkage and retention), prevent (through PrEP) are
three of the four strategic pillars of the EHE prevention efforts. Specially, the goal is to reach care continuum targets
of 95-95-95 (i.e., 95% awareness of infection status among PWH, 95% linkage to care among those aware, and 95%
VLS among those in care) and PrEP coverage of 50% among those eligible for PrEP, by 2025 in EHE jurisdictions, and
by 2030 in all jurisdictions nation-wide [8].

Mathematical models that simulate future HIV incidence projections help evaluate the impact of interventions and
inform intervention decisions. Recent literature includes multiple jurisdiction-speci�c models [9–17] and national-
level models [18, 19] that have conducted intervention analyses related to the U.S. EHE plan. The jurisdiction-speci�c
models cover limited EHE jurisdictions, and, each jurisdiction is evaluated independently, which ignores the
interactions between jurisdictions, speci�cally, the sexual partnership mixing between persons of different
jurisdictions [20–25]. On the other hand, the national-level models do not consider the jurisdictional-heterogeneity in
population demographics, including population size of key risk-groups such as injecting drug users and men who
have sex with men (MSM) [26], and care parameters noted above, or the interactions between jurisdictions.
Jurisdictional-heterogeneity in demographics and care along with partnership mixing between jurisdictions [20–25]
suggest that there is potential for strategies adopted in one jurisdiction to in�uence the nation-wide HIV incidence.
However, the in�uence of these jurisdictional interactions, in light of the EHE plan, has not been studied, and there are
multiple gaps preventing such analyses. First, such a study is infeasible to conduct using the current type of
independent jurisdiction-speci�c or generalized national-level models alone. Second, large-scale national-level data
for partnership mixing such as from behavioral surveys are limited, and infeasible to generate for every jurisdiction
pair. Third, though current model types do not simulate jurisdictional interactions, it is not clear if and to what
magnitude do jurisdictional interactions signi�cantly in�uence decisions inferred through current model types, and
thus the relevance of developing more comprehensive jurisdictional models.

To address these gaps in the literature, we developed a national HIV epidemic compartmental simulation model
representative of the U.S. population and composed of 96 jurisdictions. These jurisdictions represent 54 EHE
jurisdictions (47 counties and 7 states) and 42 non-EHE jurisdictions (remaining 42 states) (Table A1 in Appendix).
We did not model 3 of the 50 EHE counties stated in the EHE plan and 1 non-EHE state due to data unavailability (see
Table A1 in Appendix). Within each jurisdiction, the population was further split into risk-groups (heterosexual
females (HF), heterosexual males (HM), and MSM) and age-groups (individuals from ages 13 to 100). We utilized
data from the National HIV Surveillance Systems (NHSS) and related studies [27], the largest nationally
representative surveillance systems in the U.S., to model jurisdictional-heterogeneity in risk group distribution, HIV
prevalence, care continuum distribution, and PrEP coverage [19, 28]. As granular distributions of care continuum and
sexual behavioral data by age, risk-group, and jurisdictions were not available, we made simpli�ed assumptions
suitable for the scope of this study (to understand the signi�cance of jurisdictional-heterogeneity in the presence of
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jurisdictional-mixing). We simulated interactions between jurisdictions using varying assumptions for partnership
mixing to evaluate its sensitivity on the model’s outcomes.

We used the simulation model to evaluate the following: 1) the sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing on the national HIV
incidence estimates considering current jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care (care-continuum and PrEP coverage), i.e.,
would incidence estimates from the model change based on jurisdictional-mixing assumptions, and would they be
different when using aggregated national-level care data (as in national-level models) versus jurisdiction-speci�c
data (as in independent jurisdictional models); 2) the sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing on the projected national HIV
incidence estimates when simulating the EHE plan (diagnose, treat, prevent), i.e., if the EHE care-continuum and PrEP
targets were reached by 2025 in EHE-jurisdictions and by 2030 for all other jurisdictions, would the corresponding
incidence estimates vary based on mixing assumptions; and 3) the sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing on the
intervention decisions inferred through simulated estimates, i.e., would model outcomes for HIV-testing frequency
and retention-in-care to achieve the EHE plan’s targets vary based on jurisdictional-mixing assumptions.

Understanding the signi�cance of jurisdictional-heterogeneity and mixing through this sensitivity analyses could help
streamline data collection, and subsequently inform model development. A model that can evaluate the national
epidemic as a whole, with geographical heterogeneity in population demographics, HIV epidemic, and interventions,
would help identify what jurisdiction-speci�c strategies to adopt, such as how often to test, what should be the aim
for retention-in-care, and what should be the target for PrEP coverage to achieve the intended goals of the EHE plan.

2. Methods

2.1 Compartmental model
We developed a compartmental simulation model of HIV strati�ed into three sexual risk-groups (HF, HM, MSM),
eighty-eight age groups (individual ages from 13 to 100), four care continuum stages (Unaware, Aware no ART, ART
no VLS, ART VLS), and �ve disease progression stages (Acute, CD4 > 500, CD4 350-500, CD4 200-350, CD4 <200).
The �ow diagram for care continuum transitions and disease stage progressions can be seen in Figure 1. We only
simulated sexually transmitted cases of HIV and did not model transmission through injecting drug use. We
developed two models, an aggregate National-Model, i.e., without geographical split (resulting in a total of 3 X 88 X 4
X 5 compartments), and a Jurisdictional-Model, where the national population was further split into 96 geographical
jurisdictions (resulting in a total of 3 X 88 X 4 X 5 X 96 compartments) as follows:

1) National-Model: The main purpose of the National-Model was, �rst, for calibration of sexual behavioral
parameters speci�c to risk-group and age-group, as data were more widely available at the national-level, and
second, as a comparison against the Jurisdictional-Model to evaluate the sensitivity of jurisdictional-heterogeneity
and mixing. We brie�y discuss the model here and present the data used for model calibration in the Appendix. We
initialized the National-Model to the 2010 HIV epidemic, using data from the NHSS [27] to distribute the population
into the different compartments, and simulated the model for the period 2011 to 2018. We simulated using
differential equations as typically done in compartmental modeling (see Appendix section A1).

We estimated incidence using a Bernoulli transmission equation (see Appendix section A2) set as a function of
behavior, distribution of PWH by care continuum and disease stage and corresponding HIV transmission risk, and
PrEP coverage among susceptible population and corresponding HIV acquisition risk. For behavioral data, we used
information from the literature for age-group and risk-group speci�c partnership mixing, number of partners,
proportion of partnership type, number and type of sexual acts per partner (anal or vaginal), and condom use and
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effectiveness (see data in Appendix Tables A5-A11). We used simulated data for the distribution of PWH by care
continuum and disease stage. We used NHSS data for PrEP coverage among susceptible persons [27]. Note, PrEP
coverage was simulated for only 2017 and 2018 as PrEP was only recently initiated in the U.S., and data were
available for only this period. We used data from the literature for HIV transmission risk by care continuum and
disease stage of HIV infected persons, and HIV acquisition risk by PrEP-status of susceptibles (see data in Appendix
Table A12). Using the data ranges from the literature, we calibrated the per act probability of transmission, age-group
and sexual mixing, and average number of sexual acts per partner by �tting simulated incidence to the surveillance
estimates of incidence over the period 2011 to 2018 (see data in Appendix Tables A13, A5, A6, and A9).

For the rates of transitioning across disease stages (acute, and CD4-count stages) we used data from the literature
(see Table A2 Appendix). For simulating the transitioning between the care continuum stages, we used data from the
literature for rate of achieving VLS when on ART and for rate of re-entry-to-care after dropping out, and data from the
NHSS for the proportion linkage to care at diagnosis (see Table A2 in Appendix).

The remaining two care continuum transition parameters, i.e., rates of HIV-diagnosis and care-drop-out, are
dependent on testing and retention-in-care interventions, which are likely to change over time. Thus, we estimated
these rates in the simulation by �tting to the annual NHSS data on care continuum distributions (see estimation
method in section A3 in Appendix).

2) Jurisdictional-Model: In this model, we further split the population into 96 jurisdictions using census data for the
overall population sizes [29], NHSS data for HIV population by age, risk-group and care-continuum stage [27], and
estimates from the literature for the proportion of MSM among adult males [26] (see data in Table A14 in Appendix),
using jurisdiction-speci�c data when available. We did not model jurisdictions that did not have prevalence data, i.e.,
where data was either unavailable or suppressed (see Table A1 in Appendix for the list of jurisdictions modeled and
excluded).

As HIV surveillance data by jurisdiction were only available for 2017, 2018, and 2019 at the time of this study, we
initialized the Jurisdiction-Model to 2017. As data for care continuum distributions speci�c to risk-group within each
jurisdiction were not available, we assumed that the ratio of risk-group speci�c metric to overall population metric
observed at the national-level would be the same as the ratio at the jurisdictional-level. Speci�cally, we applied this
simpli�ed assumption to two metrics within each jurisdiction, proportion aware and proportion with ART VLS (see
section A4 in Appendix). We normalized the values to ensure the sum of the proportions across all care continuum
stages (Unaware, Aware no ART, ART no VLS, ART VLS) is equal to 1 for each jurisdiction.

We estimated incidence rates using a Bernoulli transmission equation, using the same behavioral data (including the
calibrated values) as in the National-Model for every jurisdiction, except that we also modeled interactions between
jurisdictions by using a jurisdictional-mixing matrix, and used jurisdiction-speci�c simulated data for care continuum
stages among infected persons. We evaluated the sensitivity of jurisdictional variations in access to PrEP by
implementing scenarios that used the national PrEP coverage for every jurisdiction and jurisdiction-speci�c PrEP
coverage. To test the sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing, we evaluated scenarios with varying levels of mixing, using
data from behavioral surveys and phylogenetic studies [20–25] to set the range of values. We discuss these
scenarios under Scenarios modeled.

For the natural rates of progression across disease stages (acute, and CD4-count stages) we used the same literature
data as in the National-Model. For simulating the transitioning between the care continuum stages, we used the
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same data as that in the National-Model for the rate of achieving VLS when on ART and re-entry-to-care after
dropping out.

The remaining two care continuum transition parameters, i.e., rates of HIV-diagnosis and care-drop-out, are related to
testing and retention-in-care interventions, and thus, likely to vary across jurisdictions and over time. Thus, we
evaluated multiple scenarios to test the sensitivity of jurisdictional variations. We evaluated scenarios that applied
the same rates estimated by the National-Model to every jurisdiction (jurisdictional-homogeneity). We also evaluated
scenarios that estimated rates by �tting to jurisdiction-speci�c NHSS data on care continuum distributions
(jurisdictional-heterogeneity) [27] using the same method as in the National-Model (described in Appendix Section
A3). These scenarios are described in more detail under Scenarios modeled.

3. Scenarios Modeled
We used the Jurisdictional-Model to simulate the HIV epidemic for the period 2018 to 2030. The time-unit in the
model was monthly. We evaluated 16 scenarios to analyze the sensitivity of jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care
continuum and the sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing. Details of each scenario are discussed below and summarized
in Table 1a, their broad differences are as follows. Scenarios S1 to S8 assumed homogeneity in care across
jurisdictions by using national-level estimates for HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage for every
jurisdiction, and homogeneity in risk-group distribution by assuming national-level estimates for the proportion of the
population who are MSM [26]. On the other hand, scenarios S9 to S16 assumed heterogeneity in care across
jurisdictions by estimating jurisdiction-speci�c HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage, and
heterogeneity in risk-group distribution by using jurisdiction-speci�c estimates for proportion MSM [26]. Scenarios S1
to S4 and S9 to S12 assumed continuation of status-quo interventions by using baseline year (2018) estimates for
HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage, and keeping it constant over the period 2019 to 2030.
Scenarios S5 to S8 and S13 to S16 modeled the EHE plan by using time-varying values for HIV-diagnosis rate, care-
drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage, estimated to reach the EHE targets (95-95-95 care targets and 50% PrEP coverage
among eligible) by 2025 for EHE jurisdictions and by 2030 for non-EHE jurisdictions. Scenarios S1, S5, S9, and S13
assumed no-mixing between jurisdictions, Scenarios S2, S6, S10, and S14 assumed lower levels of mixing between
jurisdictions within the same state but no-mixing outside state (Level-1-mixing), Scenarios S3, S7, S11, and S15
assumed higher levels of mixing between jurisdictions within the same state but no-mixing outside state (Level-2-
mixing), and Scenarios S4, S8, S12, and S16 assumed higher levels of mixing between jurisdictions within the same
state and mixing outside state (Level-3-mixing).

3.1 Jurisdictional-mixing assumptions
As noted above, we evaluated no-mixing and three types of mixing scenarios. Data for partnership mixing between
persons of different jurisdictions are limited, and national-level survey data are unavailable. However, recent
phylogenetic studies, which used nucleotide sequence data of persons with recent HIV diagnoses in the U.S., which
infer close transmissions by creating pairwise links between persons with closely related viral DNA sequence, serve
as a suitable source [25]. It must be noted that links formed through nucleotide sequencing do not necessarily
indicate direct transmissions (i.e., direct partnership links) and are generated using data from only positive persons
with recent diagnoses. However, as these studies are conducted at the national-level, they serve as suitable reference
points for informing the sensitivity analyses in our study.

To inform the range of values for our sensitivity analyses, we used the following sources, which included surveys and
phylogenetic studies. Results from a survey of Baltimore heterosexual males presented in study [20] suggest that
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almost 50% of the participants chose partners in the same or adjacent census tract. Another survey presented in
study [21] about young black MSM between ages 16 to 24, states that 20% of the cases reported travelling to another
region or outside the state of Mississippi. Study [24] which conducted interviews with MSM from Toronto, Canada,
states that 30% of the study’s participants had sex with partners outside of their town. Study of phylogenetic
analysis of HIV sequences in Shanghai [23] states that 33.8% of the HIV sequences analyzed were associated to
infected individuals from another province. Phylogenetic study in [25], which used nucleotide sequence data of
persons with recent HIV diagnoses across the U.S. to identify proportion of pairs with closely related sequences that
were between persons of different jurisdictions, was the most comprehensive nationally representative study of the
U.S population. This study also provides the most comprehensive information by presenting data speci�c to risk
groups and jurisdiction types (within county, within state, and outside state). Data from this study showed that about
47–65% of links were between persons of same county, about 78–88% between persons of same state, and the
remaining between persons of different states [25], the range corresponds to the differences across risk groups.
Because links do not represent direct transmissions, they do not represent partnership links.

For data inferred through phylogenetic analyses it is infeasible to determine the time period of mixing. Data reported
in behavioral surveys were from partnerships reported over a period of 12 months. Therefore, we used these data to
model the proportion of annual partnerships that are with persons outside their jurisdiction. We used data from [25],
which is the most comprehensive and nationally representative, to inform two sets of scenarios. Further, as mixing is
likely to vary by jurisdiction and the reported proportions mixing outside jurisdiction in all the above studies were on
the higher end, to the test the sensitivity of this parameter, we evaluated one additional scenario using lower values
of 90–85%, which is below the lowest observed in the behavioral survey studies. The scenarios are explained in more
detail below and the mixing assumptions are summarized in Table 1b.

1. No-mixing (S1, S5, S9, and S13 in Table 1a): For these scenarios we assumed partnership mixing was 100% within
jurisdiction, and 0% outside jurisdiction.

2. Level-1-mixing (S2, S6, S10, and S14 in Table 1a): For these scenarios we assumed persons in a jurisdiction could
have partnerships with persons in other jurisdictions within the same state but not with persons in other states. If the
jurisdiction modeled is an EHE county or a non-EHE state with EHE counties within it, we used the following for
proportion mixing-within-jurisdiction: 90% for HM and HF, and 85% for MSM (Table 1b). For the proportion mixing
with the other jurisdictions within the state we used 1 minus mixing-within-jurisdiction. If there are multiple EHE
counties within a state, we split the value (1 minus mixing-within-jurisdiction) equally between the other EHE
jurisdictions and the rest of the state. If the jurisdiction modeled is a state with no EHE counties within it, we
assumed 100% mix within their state.
3. Level-2-mixing (S3, S7, S11, and S15 in Table 1a): For these scenarios, as above, we assumed persons in a
jurisdiction could have partnerships with persons in other jurisdictions within the same state but not with persons in
other states but assumed higher levels of outside mixing. If the jurisdiction modeled is an EHE county or a non-EHE
state with EHE counties within it, we used the following data from [25] for the proportion mixing-within-jurisdiction:
57% for HM, 65% for HF, and 47% for MSM (Table 1b). For the proportion mixing with the other jurisdictions within
the state we used 1 minus mixing-within-jurisdiction. If there are multiple EHE counties within a state, we split the
value (1 minus mixing-within-jurisdiction) equally between the other EHE jurisdictions and the rest of the state. If the
jurisdiction modeled is a state with no EHE counties within it, we assumed 100% mix within their state.
4. Level-3-mixing (S4, S8, S12, and S16 in Table 1a): For these scenarios we assumed persons in a jurisdiction could
have partnership with persons in any jurisdiction. If the jurisdiction modeled is an EHE county or a non-EHE state with
EHE counties within it, we used the following data from [25] for the proportion mixing-within-jurisdiction: 57% for HM,
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65% for HF, and 47% for MSM (Table 1b). We used mixing-within-state minus mixing-within-jurisdiction data for the
proportion mixing within state but outside their own jurisdiction (28% for HM, 23% for HF, and 31% for MSM), and
distributed it equally among the jurisdictions within state. We used 1 minus mixing-within-state for mixing-outside-
state and distributed it across all other states weighted by distance to the state. If the jurisdiction modeled is a state
without EHE counties within it, we used mixing-within-state data from [25] for mixing within jurisdiction and
distributed the remaining across all other states weighting by the distance to that state. We used the Euclidean
distance between the geographical co-ordinates (latitude and longitude) of two states as a proxy for the distance
between jurisdictions.
These data are summarized in Table 1a and 1b.

3.2 Evaluating sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing while keeping
jurisdictional-homogeneity in care
We used the Jurisdictional-Model to evaluate the sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing when assuming jurisdictional-
homogeneity in care. Both when keeping interventions at baseline, i.e., HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and
PrEP coverage constant over the period 2018 to 2030 at 2018 baseline values (S1, S2, S3, and S4), and when scaling-
up interventions over time to meet the 95-95-95 care and 50% PrEP targets (S5, S6, S7, and S8). To model
jurisdictional-homogeneity in care, we initialized the care continuum distribution of each jurisdiction to be equal to
the national-level for year 2017 year-end. We explain these scenarios in more detail below.

1. Baseline-intervention; jurisdictional-homogeneity in care (S1, S2, S3, and S4 in Table 1a): In these scenarios, we
used the baseline estimates derived by the National-model for rates of HIV-diagnosis and care-drop-out, �tted to the
national care continuum distribution in 2018. We kept these rates constant for the following years (i.e., 2019 to 2030)
and used the same rates for all jurisdictions. We also kept PrEP-coverage constant at 2018 national-level for all years
and all jurisdictions. While we used jurisdiction-speci�c data for PWH in each risk group, we assumed that the
proportion of the population who are MSM is the same for every jurisdiction and used national-level estimates from
[26].

2. EHE-plan-intervention; jurisdictional-homogeneity in care (S5, S6, S7, and S8 in Table 1a): In these scenarios, we
used national-level estimates for the scale-up in interventions (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP
coverage) to meet the EHE targets. Speci�cally, we used the National-Model to estimate the HIV-diagnosis rate, care-
drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage necessary to linearly scale-up care continuum proportions and PrEP coverage from
its national baseline values in year 2018 to the EHE targets. For EHE jurisdictions, the interventions were linearly
scaled over the period 2019 to 2025 and kept constant thereafter, and for the non-EHE jurisdictions, the values were
kept constant for the period 2018 to 2025 and linearly scaled-up over the period 2026 to 2030. To recollect, the EHE
targets were 95-95-95 for the care continuum and 50% for PrEP coverage among those eligible. In the U.S., PrEP
eligibility is based on speci�c indicators, such as a person’s risk factor for acquiring HIV and recency in other sexually
transmitted infections [30]. In the model, we do not simulate these PrEP indicators, thus, we use the reported number
for persons with PrEP indicators to determine the percentage of susceptible population who are eligible for PrEP and
take 50% of that percentage as the EHE target for PrEP coverage. Thus, a 50% coverage among those eligible would
approximately be equal to 15% coverage among all susceptible.

3.3 Evaluating sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing and
jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care
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We used the Jurisdictional-Model to evaluate the sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing and jurisdictional-heterogeneity
in care. Both when keeping HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage constant over the period 2018
to 2030 (Scenarios S9, S10, S11, and S12), and when scaling-up over time to meet the 95-95-95 targets (Scenarios
S13, S14, S15, and S16). To model jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care, we initialized the model to jurisdiction-speci�c
care data for 2017 year-end and estimated jurisdiction-speci�c HIV-diagnosis rates, care-drop-out rates, and PrEP-
coverage for the period 2019 to 2030. We explain these scenarios in more detail below.

1. Baseline-intervention; jurisdiction-heterogeneity in care (S9, S10, S11, and S12 in Table 1a): In these scenarios, we
used the jurisdiction-speci�c estimates for HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage. We derived
jurisdiction-speci�c HIV-diagnosis rate and care-drop-out rate in the Jurisdictional-Model by using the 2018
jurisdiction-speci�c care continuum distributions and kept it constant for the period 2019 to 2030. We also used
2018 jurisdiction-speci�c estimates of PrEP coverage and kept it constant for the period 2019 to 2030.

2. EHE-plan-intervention; jurisdiction-heterogeneity in care (S13, S14, S15, and S16 in Table 1a): In these scenarios,
we used jurisdiction-speci�c estimates for the scale-up in interventions (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and
PrEP coverage) to meet the EHE targets. Speci�cally, we used the Jurisdictional-Model to estimate jurisdiction-
speci�c HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage necessary to linearly scale-up care continuum
proportions and PrEP coverage from its jurisdiction-speci�c baseline values in year 2018 to the EHE target values
and years. That is, for EHE jurisdictions, the interventions were linearly scaled over the period 2019 to 2025 and kept
constant thereafter, and for the non-EHE jurisdictions, the values were kept constant for the period 2019 to 2025 and
linearly scaled-up over the period 2026 to 2030. To recollect, the EHE targets were 95-95-95 for the care continuum
and 50% for PrEP coverage among those eligible. PrEP eligibility was determined in the same manner as described
above for EHE-plan-intervention; jurisdictional-homogeneity scenarios (S5, S6, S7, and S8).

4. Model Veri�cation And Output Metrics
As the sexual behavioral parameters in the National-Model were calibrated to the national incidence between 2011
and 2018, and because these parameters were then used in the Jurisdictional-Model, we �rst veri�ed that the annual
risk-group speci�c incidence simulated by the National-Model compares well with NHSS estimates for years 2011 to
2018 (Figure 2).

Results suggest overall good �t to NHSS incidence for all three risk-groups.

For each of the 16 scenarios simulated in the Jurisdictional-Model, and for each jurisdiction, we extract the following
metrics for the period 2018 to 2030: incidence as number of new infections per year, prevalence as the total number
of PWH in that year, HIV-testing interval as the inverse of the HIV-diagnosis rate (a proxy), and retention-in-care rates
as 1 minus the care-drop-out rate. HIV-testing intervals and retention-in-care rates serve as decision metrics to inform
HIV testing and retention-in-care intervention programs, and incidence and prevalence projections serve as expected
outcomes from implementing those decisions. We compare these metrics across the 16 scenarios to infer the
sensitivity of model outputs to jurisdictional-mixing and jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care.

5. Results
While the risk-speci�c incidence estimates from the National-Model were within the range of NHSS estimates over
the period 2011 to 2018 (as mentioned in Model Veri�cation), as expected from the design of the scenarios, the �t of
incidence estimates from the Jurisdictional-Model varied by assumptions in jurisdictional-mixing and heterogeneity
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(Figure 2). Speci�cally, for years 2018 and 2019, risk-group speci�c incidence (Figure 2) and total incidence (Figure
3) estimated by the Jurisdictional-Model were sensitive to jurisdictional-mixing (comparing no-mixing scenarios S1,
S5, S9 and S13, with Level-1-mixing scenarios S2, S6, S10, and S14, Level-2-mixing scenarios S3, S7, S11, and S15,
and Level-3-mixing scenarios S4, S8, S12, and S16).

We did not attempt to calibrate behavioral data to improve the �t for each scenario as our objective is to test the
sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing and heterogeneity in care and demographics while keeping all else �xed. Further,
the Jurisdictional-Model excluded some counties and states due to data suppression from small data. However, the
magnitude of the estimates are close to the national ranges, providing veri�cation that the Jurisdictional-Model,
which simulated local HIV epidemics in 96 jurisdictions can collectively generate results close to the overall national
estimates.

In baseline-intervention scenarios, incidence projections for the period 2018 to 2030 were sensitive to jurisdictional-
mixing, both when assuming jurisdictional-homogeneity in care (S1 compared to S2, S3 and S4) and jurisdictional-
heterogeneity in care (S9 compared to S10, S11, and S12) (Figure 2), but more so in the former than the latter as seen
by the percent change in incidence (Table 2). Compared to S9, the aggregated national incidence in S10, S11, and
S12 changed by 2–2%, 7–5%, and 8–9%, respectively, whereas, compared to S1, the aggregated national incidence in
S2, S3, and S4 changed by 7–11%, 24–22%, and 24–26%, respectively, the range corresponding to years 2018 to
2030 (see ‘All’ risk-group ‘National’ in Table 2).

In EHE-plan-intervention scenarios, in 2018, the percent change in incidence in mixing compared to no-mixing were
similar to that in baseline-intervention scenarios above, which is expected as they start at the same baseline in 2018.
However, as incidence decreased over the period 2019 to 2030 from scale-up of care, the differences diminished
(Figure 3, Table 3). Compared to S13, the aggregated national incidence in S14, S15, and S16 changed by 2% to -1%,
7% to -3%, and 8–1%, respectively, and compared to S5, the aggregated national incidence in S6, S7, and S8 changed
by 7–4%, 24–6%, and 24–10%, respectively, the range corresponding to years 2018 and 2030 (see ‘All’ risk-group
‘National’ in Table 3). While the care metrics in S13 to S16 were estimated in the Jurisdictional-model during the
simulation and thus varied by scenario and jurisdiction, the care metrics in S5 to S8 were extracted from the
National-model and thus were constant across scenarios and jurisdictions. Therefore, diminishing differences in both
sets of scenarios suggest that, while incidence is sensitive to jurisdictional-mixing when incidence was high, as
incidence decreases, the sensitivity of mixing diminishes.

The differences in aggregated national incidence estimates between no-mixing and different levels of mixing
assumptions observed in year 2018 (Figure 3, Tables 2 and 3) predominantly resulted from the non-EHE jurisdictions
(see Figure 4, summarized in Tables 2 and 3). When assuming jurisdictional-homogeneity in care, compared to no-
mixing S1, incidence in S2, S3, and S4 changed by 19–28%, 67–55%, and 60–60%, respectively, for non-EHE
jurisdictions (see ‘All’ risk-group “Non-EHE” in Table 2), whereas, it changed by -3% to -4%, -10% to -8%, and -5% to -4%,
respectively, for EHE jurisdictions (see ‘All’ risk-group “EHE” in Table 2), the range corresponding to years 2018 to
2030. Similarly, when assuming jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care, compared to no-mixing S9, incidence in S10, S11,
and S12 changed by 5–7%, 18–15%, and 19–21%, respectively, for non-EHE jurisdictions (see ‘All’ risk-group “Non-
EHE” in Table 2), whereas it changed by -1% to -1%, -2% to -2%, and 0–0%, respectively, for EHE jurisdictions (see ‘All’
risk-group “EHE” in Table 2).

In baseline year, 2018, though overall differences in incidence between mixing assumptions were minimal when
assuming heterogeneity in care, i.e., differences between scenarios S9 to S12 (Table 2) were minimal and between
S13 to S16 were minimal (Table 3), the differences at the individual jurisdictions varied over a wide range. Taking
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differences in incidence within each jurisdiction, compared to S13, incidence in S14, S15, and S16 changed by -8–
30%, -31–109%, and -27–94%, respectively, the range corresponds to data across individual jurisdictions (see ‘All’
risk-group “National” in Table 4). Further, taking only EHE jurisdictions, compared to S13, incidence in S14, S15, and
S16, changed by -8–11%, -31–39%, and -27–46%, respectively (see ‘All’ risk-group “EHE” Table 4 and Figure 5a).
Considering only non-EHE jurisdictions, compared to Scenario 13, incidence in S14, S15, and S16, changed by -5–
30%, -18–109%, and -11–94%, respectively (see ‘All’ risk-group “Non-EHE” in Table 4, and Figure 5b). Differences in
risk-group speci�c incidences for S13 compared to S14, S15, and S16, for EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions had similar
observations as above (Table 4, and Figures A2a and A2b for HM, A3a and A3b for HF, and A4a and A4b for MSM in
Appendix). Scenarios S9 to S12 would have same observations as above for year 2018, as they start at the same
baseline values as S13 to S16, respectively.

A consequence of the differences in the jurisdictional-level incidence estimates is that the jurisdiction-level decisions
inferred from the model would vary based on our mixing assumption. We summarize HIV-test intervals across
jurisdictions into two cohorts: interval <2 years, and interval between 2-4 years (Table 5). When test interval was <2
years, compared to S13, test intervals in S14, S15, and S16, changed by -23–15%, -44–53%, and -45–48%,
respectively, the range corresponding to the minimum and maximum changes over all years, risk-groups, and
jurisdictions (see ‘All’ risk group “National” in Table 5). Representing these in test intervals, suppose S13 on average
suggests testing every 1 year, S14, S15, and S16, would suggest testing every 0.8 to 1.2 years, 0.6 to 1.5 years, and
0.6 to 1.5 years, respectively. When test interval was 2-4 years, compared to S13, test intervals in S14, S15, and S16,
changed by -14–15%, -33–60%, and -28–37%, respectively, the range is the minimum and maximum changes over all
years, risk-groups, and jurisdictions (see ‘All’ risk group “National” in Table 5). Representing these in test intervals,
suppose S13 on average suggests testing every 3 years, S14, S15, and S16, would suggest testing every 2.6 to 3.5
years, 2 to 4.8 years, and 2.2 to 4.1 years, respectively. These changes in testing intervals from changes in mixing
assumptions were similar in both EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions.

The estimated levels of retention-in-care were similar across S13 to S16, and high (ranging from 93.5–100%),
suggesting the need for highly effective retention-in-care programs to achieve the EHE targets.

For EHE jurisdictions, the cumulative reduction in incidence (over the period 2018 to 2030) in EHE scenarios
compared to baseline scenarios were similar across jurisdictional-mixing and jurisdictional-heterogeneity
assumptions (Table 6). However, for non-EHE jurisdictions, reduction in incidence were similar across jurisdictional-
heterogeneity assumptions but different across jurisdictional-mixing assumptions. In non-EHE jurisdictions, while the
expected incidence reduction in no-mixing assumption was 5% when assuming jurisdictional-homogeneity in care
(and 9% when assuming jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care), the incidence reductions in level-1 mixing was 14% (and
15%), level-2 mixing was 24% (and 24%), and level-3 mixing was 23% (and 25%) (Table 6).

Compared to incidence in 2019, none of the EHE-plan-intervention scenarios (S5 to S8 or S9 to S12) could reduce
incidence by 75% by 2025 or 90% by 2030, as aimed for in the EHE plan. When considering jurisdictional-
heterogeneity (S9 to S12), aggregated incidence in EHE jurisdictions in 2018 were similar or higher than aggregated
incidence in non-EHE jurisdictions. With intervening in EHE jurisdictions as per the EHE-plan, aggregated incidence in
EHE jurisdictions signi�cantly reduced over the period 2019 to 2025 (~43% in S16). Because of continuation of the
baseline-intervention up to 2025 in non-EHE jurisdictions, its aggregated incidence change over the period 2019 to
2025 was minimal, its incidence surpassing that in the EHE jurisdictions by the end of 2024. Over the period 2019 to
2025, though non-EHE jurisdictions had some reductions in incidence in scenarios with mixing (~11% in S16)
bene�ting from the interventions in EHE, incidence in EHE jurisdictions increased because of the mixing, thus
negating the overall bene�ts. As a result, by the end of 2025, the reduction in national aggregated reduction in
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incidence was 28% (in S16). The reduction in national aggregated incidence by 2030 compared to 2019 was about
58% (in S16). Note that the EHE plan is to �rst focus on only EHE jurisdictions for the �rst phase (2019 to 2025) and
then non-EHE jurisdictions in second phase (2025 to 2030), i.e., scaling-up interventions over period 2019 to 2030 for
EHE jurisdictions and period 2025 to 2030 for non-EHE jurisdictions. Instead, if we scale-up interventions over period
2019 to 2025 in all jurisdictions, both EHE and non-EHE, and keep it constant thereafter up to 2030, we would achieve
a reduction in national incidence of about 52% by 2025 and 67% by 2030 (see Figure A5 in Appendix).

The corresponding changes in prevalence (number of people with HIV) estimates over the period 2017 to 2030 are
presented in Figure 6 along with the national surveillance estimates (‘NHSS-National’) for years 2017-2019 and sum
of the 96 jurisdictions for 2017 (‘NHSS-Sum of jurisdictions’). Simulated estimates of prevalence match close to the
surveillance estimates for years 2017 to 2019, however, following from the changes in incidence over time (Figure 2),
prevalence were most sensitive to jurisdictional-mixing in Scenarios S1 to S4 which assumed homogeneity in care
and baseline interventions.

6. Conclusions
In this study, we developed a compartmental model to project the national HIV epidemic in the U.S. We �rst
developed a National-Model, which calibrated risk-group and age-group speci�c sexual behavioral parameters at the
national-level for years 2011-2018. The National-model was not split into individual jurisdictions. We then developed
a Jurisdictional-Model, which split the population into 96 jurisdictions, and simulated the national HIV epidemic in
the U.S. from 2018-2030 as a composition of 96 local epidemics. We used the Jurisdictional-Model to evaluate the
sensitivity of jurisdictional-mixing and jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care on aggregated-national and jurisdiction-
speci�c HIV incidence estimates, and the corresponding intervention decisions, such as HIV-testing interval and
retention-in-care, inferred from the model.

We believe this is the �rst model that simulates the U.S. national HIV epidemic through simulating interacting
individual sub-geographical jurisdictions. Our results suggest that incidence and PWH estimates are sensitive to
jurisdictional-mixing and jurisdictional-heterogeneity assumptions, more so in earlier years when incidence was high.
Nationally aggregated incidence were more sensitive to jurisdictional-mixing when assuming jurisdictional-
homogeneity in care than when assuming jurisdictional-heterogeneity in care. Incidence aggregated over non-EHE
jurisdictions were more sensitive to jurisdictional-mixing assumptions than incidence aggregated over EHE
jurisdictions. However, within each jurisdiction, incidence estimates in both EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions were
sensitive to jurisdictional-mixing assumptions irrespective of jurisdictional-homogeneity or heterogeneity in care. As
a consequence, jurisdictional-level decisions related to HIV-testing intervals, inferred from the model to reach the EHE
targets, were sensitive to jurisdictional-mixing and jurisdictional-heterogeneity assumptions. Comparing across
jurisdictional-mixing assumptions, compared to the no-mixing scenario, while there were differences in HIV-test
intervals even at the lowest mixing-level, the differences were more predominant in the higher-mixing scenarios.
These results suggest that when modeling jurisdictions independently, understanding the magnitude and accounting
for the mixing outside jurisdiction could lead to better decisions.

Our model has limitations. Our model only simulates sexual partnership and does not model transmission due to
injecting drug use. Jurisdiction-speci�c data on care or mixing are not fully available, and thus, our model is currently
limited to be used as a tool to evaluate its sensitivity to model-inferred decisions. Sexual partnership mixing within
and outside jurisdictions are likely in�uenced by several factors including individual preferences and social
conditions [20–24], and thus vary by jurisdiction, which we did not model. We assumed there are no change in
behavioral, demographic, and disease transmission factors over time.
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Despite these limitations, we believe �ndings from this study can be used to inform model development. Our results
show that though the aggregated national incidence estimates were not always sensitive to jurisdictional-mixing,
within each jurisdiction, incidence estimates and corresponding model-inferred decisions were sensitive, for both EHE
and non-EHE jurisdictions. Therefore, in developing jurisdiction-speci�c models, accounting for outside mixing can
help improve model-based analyses. Our results also suggest that increased testing, care-retention, and PrEP as per
the EHE plan may not achieve the 90% incidence reduction goal of the EHE plan by 2030. Diagnose (through
increased testing), treat (through care retention), and prevent (through PrEP), the interventions modeled in our
analyses, are three of the four strategic pillars of the EHE plan. The fourth pillar is respond, through phylogenetic
network cluster-based detection and response of new outbreaks. Our results suggest that use of the fourth pillar
would be key to achieving the overall incidence reduction goals of the EHE.
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Table 1
a: Scenarios simulated using the Jurisdictional-Model

Scenario
no.

Mixing
assumption‡

Care Intervention

(HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage)

Jurisdictional-
heterogeneity
assumption

EHE jurisdictions non-EHE jurisdictions

[S1] No-mixing Baseline (2018): Values kept
constant at 2018 national
estimates for all years

Baseline (2018): Values kept
constant at 2018 national
estimates for all years

Homogeneous
care and risk-
group
distribution:
national
estimates used
for all
jurisdictions

[S2] Level 1-
mixing

[S3] Level-2
mixing

[S4] Level-3
mixing

[S5] No-mixing EHE plan: Values calibrated
to nationally achieve EHE
targets (95-95-95) by 2025,
and kept constant at 2025
value thereafter

EHE plan: Values kept constant
at 2018 national estimates until
2025, and thereafter, calibrated
to nationally achieve EHE
targets (95-95-95) by 2030

[S6] Level 1-
mixing

[S7] Level-2
mixing

[S8] Level-3
mixing

[S9] No-mixing Baseline (2018): Values kept
constant at 2018 jurisdiction-
speci�c for all years

Baseline (2018): Values kept
constant at 2018 jurisdiction-
speci�c for all years

Heterogeneous
care and risk-
group
distribution:
jurisdiction-
speci�c
estimates

[S10] Level 1-
mixing

[S11] Level-2
mixing

[S12] Level-3
mixing

[S13] No-mixing EHE plan: Jurisdiction-
speci�c estimates calibrated
to achieve EHE targets (95-95-
95) within each jurisdiction
by 2025, and kept constant at
2025 value thereafter

EHE plan: Jurisdiction-speci�c
estimates kept constant at 2018
values until 2025, and
thereafter, calibrated to achieve
EHE targets (95-95-95) by 2030
within each jurisdiction

[S14] Level 1-
mixing

[S15] Level-2
mixing

[S16] Level-3
mixing
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Table 1
b: Assumptions of sexual partnership mixing across jurisdictions

Mixing assumption → Level-1mixing‡ Level-2 mixing‡ Level-3 mixing‡

Risk group → HM HF MSM HM HF MSM HM HF MSM

Jurisdictional interaction category ↓

Same jurisdiction 90% 90% 85% 57% 65% 47% 57% 65% 47%

Other jurisdiction same state 10% 10% 15% 43% 35% 53% 28% 23% 31%

Other states 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 14% 12% 22%

HM: Heterosexual males; HF: Heterosexual females; MSM: Men who have sex with men;

‡ Values represent proportion of partnership mixing with the jurisdictional interaction category.
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Table 2
Change in aggregated incidence† (2018, 2030)‡ in mixing scenarios compared to no-mixing (baseline intervention )
Scenario no. → S1 S2 S3 S4 S9 S10 S11 S12

Care assumption
→ 

Homogeneity in care across jurisdictions
(2018, 2030) ‡

Heterogeneity in care across jurisdictions
(2018, 2030) ‡

Mixing assumption
→ 

No-
mixing

Mixing
level 1

Mixing
level 2

Mixing
level 3

No-
mixing

Mixing
level 1

Mixing
level 2

Mixing
level 3

Risk
group ↓

Jur.
type ↓

All National Ref 7%, 11% 24%,
22%

24%,
26%

Ref 2%, 2% 7%, 5% 8%, 9%

EHE Ref -3%, -4% -10%,
-8%

-5%, -4% Ref -1%, -1% -2%, -2% 0%, 0%

Non-
EHE

Ref 19%,
28%

67%,
55%

60%,
60%

Ref 5%, 7% 18%,
15%

19%,
21%

HM National Ref 5%, 8% 22%,
21%

24%,
25%

Ref 5%, 4% 21%,
14%

21%,
16%

EHE Ref -2%, -4% -9%,
-10%

0%, -4% Ref -2%, -2% -8%, -7% -6%, -6%

Non-
EHE

Ref 15%,
25%

65%,
65%

57%,
64%

Ref 14%,
11%

59%,
36%

57%,
39%

HF National Ref 4%, 9% 15%,
20%

16%,
23%

Ref 2%, 3% 7%, 7% 8%, 10%

EHE Ref -2%, -4% -8%, -9% -5%, -5% Ref -1%, -1% -3%, -3% -2%, -3%

Non-
EHE

Ref 14%,
26%

50%,
56%

45%,
59%

Ref 5%, 7% 17%,
16%

17%,
21%

MSM National Ref 8%, 12% 27%,
22%

27%,
27%

Ref 1%, 2% 5%, 4% 6%, 9%

EHE Ref -3%, -4% -11%,
-8%

-5%, -4% Ref 0%, -1% -1%, -2% 1%, 2%

Non-
EHE

Ref 20%,
29%

72%,
54%

64%,
60%

Ref 4%, 6% 14%,
12%

15%,
19%

HM: Heterosexual males; HF: Heterosexual females; MSM: Men who have sex with men;

National: aggregate of all EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions; EHE: aggregate of all EHE jurisdictions; Non-EHE:
aggregate of all non-EHE jurisdictions;

† % change in incidence in mixing compared to no-mixing scenario= 100 ×(mixing scenario – no-mixing
scenario)/mixing scenario).

‡ Values presented are for years 2018, 2030, respectively, and represents the range over the duration of the
simulation.

 Scenarios 1 to 4 and 9 to 12 keep care metrics (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage) �xed
at the 2018 baseline values for the full duration of the simulation.
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Table 3
Change in aggregated incidence† (2018, 2030)‡ in mixing scenarios compared to no-mixing (EHE plan )

Scenario no. → S5 S6 S7 S8 S13 S14 S15 S16

Care assumption → Homogeneity in care across jurisdictions

(2018, 2030)‡

Heterogeneity in care across jurisdictions

(2018, 2030)‡

Mixing assumption
→

No-
mixing

Mixing
level 1

Mixing
level 2

Mixing
level 3

No-
mixing

Mixing
level 1

Mixing
level 2

Mixing
level 3

Risk
group ↓

Jur.
type ↓

All National Ref 7%, 4% 24%, 6% 24%,
10%

Ref 2%, -1% 7%, -3% 8%, 1%

EHE Ref -3%, 0% -10%,
1%

-5%, 7% Ref -1%, 4% -2%, 8% 0%, 15%

Non-
EHE

Ref 19%, 7% 67%, 9% 60%,
13%

Ref 5%, -4% 18%,
-11%

19%, -9%

HM National Ref 5%, 4% 22%,
10%

23%,
13%

Ref 5%, 0% 21%, 0% 21%, 5%

EHE Ref -2%, -2% -9%, -4% -6%, 0% Ref -2%, 0% -8%, -25 -6%, 2%

Non-
EHE

Ref 15%, 9% 65%,
21%

63%,
24%

Ref 14%, 0% 59%, 5% 57%, 6%

HF National Ref 4%, 4% 15%, 7% 15%,
10%

Ref 2%, -2% 7%, -5% 8%, -2%

EHE Ref -2%, -1% -8%, 0% -7%, 4% Ref -1%, 2% -3%, 4% -2%, 8%

Non-
EHE

Ref 14%, 7% 50%,
11%

47%,
14%

Ref 5%, -3% 17%, -9% 17%, -7%

MSM National Ref 8%, 4% 28%, 6% 26%,
10%

Ref 1%, -1% 5%, -3% 6%, 2%

EHE Ref -3%, 0% -11%,
2%

-9%, 8% Ref 0%, 5% -1%, 10% 1%, 18%

Non-
EHE

Ref 20%, 6% 72%, 8% 67%,
11%

Ref 4%, -5% 14%,
-13%

15%,
-11%

HM: Heterosexual males; HF: Heterosexual females; MSM: Men who have sex with men;

National: aggregate of all EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions; EHE: aggregate of all EHE jurisdictions; Non-EHE:
aggregate of all non-EHE jurisdictions;

† % change in incidence in mixing compared to no-mixing scenario= 100 ×(mixing scenario – no-mixing
scenario)/mixing scenario).

‡ Values presented are for years 2018, 2030, respectively, and represents the range over the duration of the
simulation.

 Scenarios 5 to 8 and 13 to 16 scale-up care metrics (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage)
from 2018 baseline to reach EHE targets by 2025 for EHE jurisdictions and by 2030 for non-EHE jurisdictions.
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Table 4
Change in jurisdiction-speci�c incidence† (min, max‡) in mixing scenarios compared to no-mixing (2018§, with

jurisdictional-heterogeneity )
Scenario no. → S9* (or

S13)§
S10* (or
S14)§

S11* (or S15)§ S12* (or S16)§

Mixing assumption → No-mixing Mixing level
1

(min, max) ‡

Mixing level 2 (min,
max) ‡

Mixing level 3 (min,
max) ‡

Risk group
↓

Jur. type
↓

All National Ref -8%, 30% -31%, 109% -27%, 94%

EHE Ref -8%, 11% -31%, 39% -27%, 46%

Non-EHE Ref -5%, 30% -18%, 109% -11%, 94%

HM National Ref -9%, 63% -37%, 269% -31%, 221%

EHE Ref -9%, 13% -37%, 56% -31%, 43%

Non-EHE Ref 0%, 63% 0%, 269% 8%, 221%

HF National Ref -8%, 36% -27%, 125% -23%, 99%

EHE Ref -8%, 9% -27%, 31% -23%, 25%

Non-EHE Ref -4%, 36% -14%, 125% -11%, 99%

MSM National Ref -9%, 24% -31%, 84% -34%, 71%

EHE Ref -9%, 12% -31%, 44% -34%, 52%

Non-EHE Ref -6%, 24% -22%, 84% -17%, 71%

HM: Heterosexual males; HF: Heterosexual females; MSM: Men who have sex with men;

National: aggregate of all EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions; EHE: aggregate of all EHE jurisdictions; Non-EHE:
aggregate of all non-EHE jurisdictions;

† Jurisdiction-speci�c % change in incidence in mixing compared to no-mixing scenario = 100 ×(mixing scenario
– no-mixing scenario)/mixing scenario).

‡ Values presented are the range (minimum, maximum) across jurisdictions for year 2018.

 Scenarios S9 to S12 and Scenarios S13 to S16 assume jurisdictional-heterogeneity.
* Scenarios S9 to S12 (baseline intervention) and § Scenarios S13 to S16 (EHE plan intervention) start at same
baseline using 2018 care metrics (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage)
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Table 5
Percentage change in HIV-test intervals† (min, max‡) in mixing scenarios compared to no-mixing (EHE plan)

Year → Mid intervention year

(2022 for EHE and

2028 for non-EHE) §

Target year

(2025 for EHE and

2030 for non-EHE) §

Scenario no. → S13 S14 S15 S16 S13 S14 S15 S16

Mixing assumption → No-
mixing

Mixing
level 1

Mixing
level 2

Mixing
level 3

No-
mixing

Mixing
level 1

Mixing
level 2

Mixing
level 3

Risk
group
↓

Jur. type
↓

Test
interval
↓

MSM EHE < 2
years

Ref -14%, 9% -32%,
25%

-35%,
20%

Ref -23%,
5%

-44%,
13%

-45%,
12%

2-4
years

Ref -9%, 10% -23%,
36%

-20%,
34%

Ref 2%,
10%

4%,
34%

6%,
30%

Non-
EHE

< 2
years

Ref -2%, 15% 0%,
53%

-16%,
48%

Ref -4%,
13%

-7%,
50%

-14%,
37%

2-4
years

Ref 10%, 15% 34%,
60%

36%,
37%

Ref * * *

HF EHE < 2
years

Ref -12%, 6% -29%,
19%

-28%,
21%

Ref -21%,
4%

-43%,
11%

-40%,
13%

2-4
years

Ref -9%, 9% -23%,
35%

-22%,
28%

Ref -14%,
8%

-33%,
28%

-28%,
28%

Non-
EHE

< 2
years

Ref -3%, 11% -3%,
39%

-15%,
36%

Ref -5%,
9%

-11%,
30%

-14%,
26%

2-4
years

Ref -5%, 6% -8%,
19%

-14%,
18%

Ref -7%,
4%

-15%,
12%

-14%,
12%

HM EHE < 2
years

Ref -8%, 5% -25%,
22%

-26%,
20%

Ref -11%,
6%

-27%,
31%

-29%,
32%

2-4
years

Ref -9%, 8% -29%,
36%

-25%,
36%

Ref -5%,
7%

-19%,
30%

-15%,
33%

Non-
EHE

< 2
years

Ref -3%, 11% -7%,
41%

-17%,
30%

Ref -12%,
10%

-28%,
32%

-26%,
23%

HM: Heterosexual males; HF: Heterosexual females; MSM: Men who have sex with men;

National: aggregate of all EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions; EHE: aggregate of all EHE jurisdictions; Non-EHE:
aggregate of all non-EHE jurisdictions;

† % change in HIV-testing interval estimate in mixing scenarios compared to no-mixing scenario and calculated
as 100 ×(mixing scenario – no-mixing scenario)/mixing scenario).

‡ Values presented are the range (minimum, maximum) across the jurisdiction type for the speci�c time interval
cohort (i.e., < 2 years (minimum value was 6 months) or 2-4 years).

 Scenarios 13 to 16 scale-up care metrics (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage) to reach
EHE targets by 2025 for EHE jurisdictions and by 2030 for non-EHE jurisdictions.
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Year → Mid intervention year

(2022 for EHE and

2028 for non-EHE) §

Target year

(2025 for EHE and

2030 for non-EHE) §

2-4
years

Ref -13%, 7% -28%,
24%

-27%,
27%

Ref * * *

All National < 2
years

Ref -14%,
15%

-32%,
53%

-45%,
48%

Ref -23%,
13%

-44%,
50%

-45%,
37%

2-4
years

-13%,15% -29%,
60%

-27%,
37%

-14%,
10%

-33%,
34%

-28%,
37%

HM: Heterosexual males; HF: Heterosexual females; MSM: Men who have sex with men;

National: aggregate of all EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions; EHE: aggregate of all EHE jurisdictions; Non-EHE:
aggregate of all non-EHE jurisdictions;

† % change in HIV-testing interval estimate in mixing scenarios compared to no-mixing scenario and calculated
as 100 ×(mixing scenario – no-mixing scenario)/mixing scenario).

‡ Values presented are the range (minimum, maximum) across the jurisdiction type for the speci�c time interval
cohort (i.e., < 2 years (minimum value was 6 months) or 2-4 years).

 Scenarios 13 to 16 scale-up care metrics (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage) to reach
EHE targets by 2025 for EHE jurisdictions and by 2030 for non-EHE jurisdictions.

§ Results presented for mid-intervention years (2022 for EHE and 2028 for non-EHE) and target year (2025 for EHE
and 2030 for non-EHE). 

* No instances/scenarios were found where interval was 2-4 years.
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Table 6
Percentage reduction in cumulative incidence† (2018-2030) (EHE plan  compared to baseline intervention§)

Scenario no. →
(reference scenario)

S5

(ref
S1§)

S6

(ref
S2§)

S7

(ref s3§)

S8

(ref
S4§)

S13

(ref
S9§)

S14

(ref
S10§)

S15

(ref
S11§)

S16  (ref
S12§)

Care assumption → Homogeneity in care across jurisdictions* Heterogeneity in care across
jurisdictions**

Mixing assumption → No-
mixing

Mixing
level 1

Mixing
level 2

Mixing
level 3

No-
mixing

Mixing
level 1

Mixing
level 2

Mixing
level 3

Risk group
↓

Jur. type
↓

All National -24% -27% -30% -30% -30% -31% -33% -33%

EHE -41% -40% -38% -40% -45% -44% -41% -41%

Non-EHE -5% -14% -24% -23% -9% -15% -24% -25%

HM National -23% -24% -27% -27% -25% -27% -30% -30%

EHE -36% -35% -34% -37% -40% -39% -37% -37%

Non-EHE -4% -12% -22% -20% -9% -15% -25% -25%

HF National -24% -25% -28% -28% -25% -27% -30% -30%

EHE -38% -38% -36% -38% -43% -42% -40% -39%

Non-EHE -3% -12% -21% -20% -8% -14% -22% -23%

MSM National -25% -27% -31% -31% -32% -33% -35% -35%

EHE -43% -42% -40% -41% -47% -45% -42% -41%

Non-EHE -5% -14% -25% -24% -10% -16% -25% -26%

HM: Heterosexual males; HF: Heterosexual females; MSM: Men who have sex with men;

National: aggregate of all EHE and non-EHE jurisdictions; EHE: aggregate of all EHE jurisdictions; Non-EHE:
aggregate of all non-EHE jurisdictions;

† % reduction in cumulative incidence in EHE plan scenarios  compared to its corresponding baseline scenario§

and calculated as 100 ×(EHE plan scenario-baseline scenario)/ baseline scenario).

§ Scenarios 1 to 4 and 9 to 12 keep care metrics (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage) �xed
at the 2018 baseline values for the full duration of the simulation.

 Scenarios 5 to 8 and 13 to 16 scale-up care metrics (HIV-diagnosis rate, care-drop-out rate, and PrEP coverage)
to reach EHE targets by 2025 for EHE jurisdictions and by 2030 for non-EHE jurisdictions.

* Scenarios 5 to 8 and 1 to 4 assume jurisdictional-homogeneity.

** Scenarios 9 to 12 and 13 to 16 assume jurisdictional-heterogeneity.

Figures
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Figure 1

Compartmental simulation: Transition diagram with care continuum and disease stages

δd: diagnostic rate in disease stage d,

l: proportion linked to care within three months of diagnosis,

ρ: care drop-out rate, and

γ: rate of re-entry to care.

Figure 2

Comparing annual risk-group speci�c incidence projections between NHSS, National-Model, and Jurisdictional-
Model* 

NHSS: National HIV Surveillance System; NHSS-National: national-level estimates from NHSS;

*Using period 2011 to 2019 to validate that National-Model simulated estimates are within range of NHSS estimates;
using period 2018 to 2019 to verify that Jurisdictional-Model simulated estimates (from scenarios S1 to S4 †, and S9
to S12‡) generate incidence in magnitudes similar to National-Model estimates; and using period 2020 to 2030 to
observe differences between Jurisdictional-Model scenarios S1, S2, S3, S4, S9, S10, S11, and S12.

† Scenarios S5, S6, S7, and S8, start at the same baseline (2018) as S1, S2, S3, and S4, respectively.

‡ Scenarios S13, S14, S15, and S16, start at the same baseline (2018) as S9, S10, S11, and S12, respectively.

Figure 3

Comparing annual incidence projections between 16 scenarios simulated in Jurisdictional-Model and NHSS
estimates* 

NHSS: National HIV Surveillance System; NHSS-National: national-level estimates from NHSS

*Using period 2018 to 2019 to verify that Jurisdictional-Model simulated estimates generate incidence in magnitudes
similar to NHSS estimates; and using period 2020 to 2030 to observe differences between Jurisdictional-Model
scenarios S1 to S16.

†Scenarios S1 to S8 assume jurisdictional-homogeneity; Scenarios S9 to S16 assume jurisdictional-heterogeneity;
Scenarios S1 to S4 and S9 to S12 assume baseline intervention; Scenarios S5 to S8 and S13 to S16 scale-up
interventions as per EHE-plan. 
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Figure 4

Comparing annual incidence between 16 scenarios simulated in Jurisdictional-Model, aggregated by EHE and non-
EHE jurisdictions 

†Scenarios S1 to S8 assume jurisdictional-homogeneity; Scenarios S9 to S16 assume jurisdictional-heterogeneity;
Scenarios S1 to S4 and S9 to S12 assume baseline intervention; Scenarios S5 to S8 and S13 to S16 scale-up
interventions as per EHE-plan. 

Figure 5

a: Comparing percentage change in incidence estimates for no-mixing compared to mixing (EHE jurisdictions*,
baseline, 2018) 

Level-1: Scenario S14; Level-2: Scenario S15; and Level-3: Scenario S16

* The title on each subplot is the EHE jurisdiction (county or state) along with values of incidence in year 2018 under
the no-mixing scenario [S13] 

b: Comparing percentage change in incidence estimates for no-mixing compared to mixing (non-EHE jurisdictions*,
baseline, 2018) 

Level-1: Scenario S14; Level-2: Scenario S15; and Level-3: Scenario S16

* The title on each subplot is the non-EHE jurisdiction (state) along with values of incidence in year 2018 under the
no-mixing scenario [S13]

Figure 6

See image above for �gure legend.
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